
Dancing Dolphin Boutique Tissue Box Plastic
Canvas Pattern: A Splash of Coastal Charm
for Your Home Décor
Welcome to the enchanting world of plastic canvas crafting, where
creativity meets coastal charm! In this comprehensive article, we delve into
the intricate details of the Dancing Dolphin Boutique Tissue Box Plastic
Canvas Pattern, a delightful addition to your nautical-themed décor.
Whether you're a seasoned crafter or a curious beginner, this pattern will
guide you through the process of creating a unique and stylish tissue box
cover that will add a touch of seaside serenity to your home.
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Materials You'll Need

Before embarking on your crafting adventure, gather the following
materials:

- White 7-count plastic canvas (1 sheet) - Dolphin Blue 7-count plastic
canvas (1 sheet) - Turquoise 7-count plastic canvas (1 sheet) - Dark Blue
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7-count plastic canvas (1 sheet) - 20-gauge tapestry needle - White
worsted weight yarn - Dolphin Blue worsted weight yarn - Turquoise
worsted weight yarn - Dark Blue worsted weight yarn - Scissors - Yarn
needle

Step-by-Step Instructions

Step 1: Create the Main Body

- Cut a 10x5 inch rectangle from the white plastic canvas. - Begin stitching
around the perimeter using white yarn, leaving a 2-inch gap on one side. -
Continue stitching around the rectangle, decreasing one stitch in each
corner.

Step 2: Add the Upper Border

- Cut three 1x5 inch strips of white plastic canvas. - Stitch these strips
along the top edge of the main body, overlapping the corners slightly.

Step 3: Create the Dolphin

- Cut out the dolphin shape from the dolphin blue plastic canvas. - Begin
stitching around the dolphin using dolphin blue yarn, leaving a 2-inch gap
on the bottom edge. - Continue stitching around the dolphin, decreasing
one stitch in each corner.

Step 4: Join the Dolphin and Main Body

- Place the dolphin onto the upper border of the main body, aligning the
bottom edges. - Stitch the dolphin to the main body using white yarn.



Step 5: Add the Waves

- Cut two 1x5 inch strips of turquoise plastic canvas. - Stitch these strips
along the bottom edge of the main body, slightly overlapping the corners.

Step 6: Create the Starfish

- Cut out the starfish shape from the dark blue plastic canvas. - Begin
stitching around the starfish using dark blue yarn, leaving a 2-inch gap on
the top edge. - Continue stitching around the starfish, decreasing one stitch
in each corner.

Step 7: Join the Starfish and Waves

- Place the starfish onto the turquoise strips, aligning the bottom edges. -
Stitch the starfish to the waves using white yarn.

Step 8: Finish the Tissue Box Cover

- Close the 2-inch gap on the main body and dolphin using white yarn. -
Insert a tissue box into the cover. - Enjoy your charming coastal creation!

Inspiration Gallery

[Insert a gallery of high-resolution images featuring the Dancing Dolphin
Boutique Tissue Box Plastic Canvas Pattern in various settings.]

Congratulations on completing your Dancing Dolphin Boutique Tissue Box
Plastic Canvas Pattern! This delightful creation will bring a touch of coastal
elegance to your home décor, adding a whimsical and stylish element to
any room. Whether you display it on a bedside table, bathroom counter, or



entryway console, this tissue box cover is sure to capture the attention of
all who admire it.

For more plastic canvas pattern inspiration and crafting resources, visit our
website and explore a wide range of designs that will inspire your creativity.
Thank you for choosing our pattern and we hope you enjoy the process of
bringing this charming dolphin-themed accessory to life. Happy crafting!
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The Great Deliverance Inspector Lynley: A
Literary Masterpiece Unraveling the Intricacies
of Policing and Human Character
: In the realm of detective fiction, Elizabeth George's "The Great
Deliverance Inspector Lynley" stands as a towering literary achievement.
This captivating novel delves into...
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Metal Gear Solid Ground Zeroes Guide,
Walkthrough, Tips, Cheats
Metal Gear Solid Ground Zeroes is a prologue to the highly anticipated
Metal Gear Solid V: The Phantom Pain. It is a standalone game that
was...
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